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ABSTRACT 

An examination of some properties that interrelate the computational 
complexities of evaluating multivariate polynomial functions is presented. 
The kind of relationship between polynomial functions that is studied takes 
the form of linear transformations of the arguments and results of a 
polynomial function that transform it into another such function. Such 
transformations are a generalisation of projection (a form of reduction 
in algebraic complexity first introduced by Valiant, whereby variables 
and constants are substituted for the arguments of a polynomial function 
in order to transform it into another polynomial function). In particular, 
two restricted forms of this generalised projection are considered: firstly, 
those that relate a polynomial function to itself, and secondly, those that 
are invertable. Call these symmetries and similarities, respectively. 

The structure of the set of symmetries of a polynomial function is explored, 
and the computationally useful members of the set identified; a technique 
for finding all such symmetries is presented. It is shown that polynomials 
related by similarity have "isomorphic" sets of symmetries, and this condition 
may be used as a criterion for similarity. Similarity of polynomial 
functions is shown to be an equivalence relation, and "similar polynomials" 
can be seen to possess closely comparable complexities. A fast probabilistic 
algorithm for finding the symmetries of a polynomial function is given. 

The symmetries of the determinant and of the permanent (which differs from the 
determinant only in that all of its monomials have coefficients of +1), 
and those of some other polynomials, are explicitly found using the above 
theory. Fast algorithms using linear algebra for evaluating the determinant 
are known, whereas evaluating the permanent is known to be a #p-complete 
problem, and is apparently intractable; the reasons for this are exposed. 
As an easy corollary it is shown that the permanent is not preserved by any 
bilinear product of matrices, in con'trast to the determinant which is 
preserved by matrix multiplication. The result of Marcus and Minc, that the 
determinant cannot be transformed into the permanent by substitution of linear 
combinations of variables for its arguments (i.e. the permanent and 
determinant are not similar), also follows as an easy corollary. The relation- 
ship between symmetries and ease of evaluation is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

(i) Preliminary Remarks 

Computational complexity is ultimately concerned with finding 

the minimum number of steps (or amount of any other resource) 

required to solve a problem, and with finding methods that achieve 

this minimum labour. Classical "machine" complexity uses a 

precisely defined machine model of computation (mostly the k-tape 

Turing machine) to give precise definitions of "problem", "solution"," 

"number of steps", etc. [10]. Detailed statements about the run- 

time behaviour of algorithms then depend upon the particular machine 

model. Fortunately, more general statements may well be invariant 

over a wide choice of "reasonable" machine models, and it is such 

statements that are of interest in complexity theory. 

A very important example is the class P of all problems for 

which there exists a polynomial time algorithm (i.e. an algorithm 

whose run-time is bounded above by a polynomial in the size of the 

input [10 p.6]). P is recognised to be independent of the model of 

computation (in much the same way as the class of partial recursive 

functions is). Empirically, this is the class of problems that 

have practicable solutions [2 p.21, and we will refer to polynomial- 

time algorithms as "fast" algorithms from now on. Membership or 

non-membership of P is thus a key problem area in complexity, and a 

substantial amount of work has been devoted both to attempting to 

answer this question for specific problems, and to developing more 

general techniques which may be subsequently applied to particular 

problems. Unfortunately, current techniques for proving that 

certain problems intrinsically require a certain amount of labour to 

solve them are crude. Thus it has proved possible to show that 
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some extremely hard natural problems are not in P, but for wide 

classes of natural problems the question remains unanswered. Two 

prime examples of this are the classes NP and #P, [7,10,37], which 

consist essentially of problems concerning respectively the 

existence of and number of solutions to (usually combinatorial) 

problems, where there is a fast algorithm to check whether or not a 

purported solution is in fact a solution. It is very natural to 

pose a problem in the form "does there exist an 'x' in structure 's'?" 

or "how many 'x's are there in structure 's'?", and for many problems 

people need to solve in practice, there is a fast algorithm to check 

whether or not any putative 'x' is an 'x'. The question of whether 

there are any problems in #P or NP that are not in P is still 

unresolved despite substantial efforts [10 p.1811. 

By comparison with the rudimentary nature of known techniques 

for pursuing the absolute complexity of problems, much is known about 

their relative complexities, in the sense that there are many results 

(and techniques for obtaining such) of the form, "if problem A is in 

P then problem B is in P". Such results are obtained by means of 

reductions [10,37]. A polynomial reduction (or polynomial Turing 

reduction) from problem B to problem A is a polynomial time algorithm 

for problem B involving a polynomial number of "subroutine calls" of 

a notional polynomial time algorithnfor problem A. If such a 

reduction exists then the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm 

for problem A explicitly implies the existence of a polynomial-time 

algorithm for problem B. Other notions of reducibility are in 

common use e.g. polynomial transformations [9,10]. 

An important notion in relative complexity is that of complete 

problems [9,10]. In particular, a problem A E NP is NP-complete if 
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any problem in NP is polynomially reducible to A. (NP-complete 

problems thus constitute the "hardest" problems in NP, and if A is 

NP-complete, A E P implies NP C P). #P-completeness is similarly 

defined [37]. Surprisingly, large numbers of natural NP-complete 

problems have been found: in fact almost all natural problems in NP 

have either been shown to be in P or to be NP-complete [10 p.154]. 

In fact it would seem likely that NP and #P complete problems are 

intractable and do not have fast algorithms [37 p.5], indeed they 
e 

seem to require strictly exponential time (i.e. time 0(2 an 
) for some 

a,e > 0 where n is the size of the input) empirically. 

In contrast to machine complexity, algebraic complexity abandons 

the idea of machine models of computation, and concerns itself instead 

with choosing an appropriate algebra for a problem and investigating 

how efficiently that problem can be solved within that algebra. 

Despite the relatively "clean" way of expressing a problem 

afforded by algebraic complexity, known algebraic techniques for 

proving a problem intrinsically hard are almost as crude as those 

used in machine complexity. Relative complexity, however, is dealt 

with in a more satisfactory manner: different notions of reduction 

from those employed in machine complexity are used - usually 

projection (introduced by Valiant [34] and subsequently used in 

[12,28,35]). Projection consists of a series of substitutions that 

convert one expression into another. As this is such a simple 

notion of reduction we may hope that some negative complexity results 

will be proved in the future. 

In algebraic complexity a problem is expressed within some 

algebra as follows. Firstly, the algebra is chosen so that its 
operations are sufficient to solve the problem. Clearly, an 
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expression in an algebra (e.g. a polynomial over some field) has a 

fixed number of arguments (indeterminates), whereas the problem may 

have inputs of an infinite number of different sizes. Thus, the 

problem is represented by an infinite family of expressions within 

the algebra, one for each input size, indexed by the number of 

arguments. For example the travelling salesman problem [10 p.2111 

could be represented algebraically in the semi-ring (Q+,min,+) (with, 

minimisation as formal addition, and addition as formal multiplication) 

as the family of expressions 

TSP = {TSPn2ln E IN, TSPn2 
6.EH 

i=i 
x } i6.(i) 

n 

where H 
n 

is the set of all permutations of (1,2,...,n) that consist 

of a single cycle (i.e. Hamiltonian circuits), and [xij ] is the nxn 

matrix of edge weights in the n-vertex graph. (Clearly, in this 

algebra w6 1, xi 6(i) is the sum of the weights on the Hamiltonian 

circuit a, and 
6EH 

w6 is the minimum such sum.) 
n 

There are two important measures of the computational complexity 

of such an algebraic problem. For each expression (i.e. for each 

number of arguments) in the family constituting the problem, there is 

one (or more) minimum sized formula(e) in the algebra that represent(s) 

the same function. (By the size of a formula is meant the number of 

operations from the algebra in it.) The "formula size" of the 

problem is then defined as that function that gives the size of the 

minimal formula(e) as a function of the number of arguments. 

A more basic measure of complexity is "circuit size". Clearly, 

a formula may be regarded as a tree (directed) with the vertices 

labelled with the operations in the algebra they represent. Thus 

formula size does not take account of the fact that during a 
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computation an intermediate result may be subsequently used in more ' 

than one place. (The only way to achieve this in a formula is to 

have copies of the same sub-formula in all the places where that sub- 

result is desired, and thus the computational cost is counted 

repeatedly.) The proper generalisation of formula that eliminates 

this drawback is the "circuit" or "straight line program" [35 p.2]. 

A circuit is a formula in which the requirement that there be only 

one outgoing edge from each vertex (i.e. one use of a sub-expression) 

is dropped. Thus a circuit is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with 

the vertices labelled with the operations in the algebra they 

represent. Circuit size is then defined in much the same way as 

formula size: the "circuit size" of a problem is that function that 

gives the size of the minimal (in terms of number of operations in 

the algebra) circuit for the problem as a function of the number of 

arguments. 

Now consider algebraic complexity over a field F (or ring R). 

A problem is now a family of polynomial functions with coefficients 

in F, for example the determinant family DET = {DETI,DET4,DET9...} 

where DET 
m 

is the determinant polynomial for a mxm matrix. (Note 

that, in general, circuit and formula size may depend on F.) 

Hyafil [11] has shown that there is a constant a such that any poly- 

nomial of circuit size C and degree d has a formula of size less than 

or equal to 
Calg d 

Since it is natural to consider only families 

of polynomials whose degrees are p-bounded (i.e. bounded above by a 

polynomial in the number of arguments), this means that the gap 

between formula size and circuit size is at most "quasi-polynomial", 

and is much less than the empirically exponential gaps that are 

currently unproven, between other important classes (for example P 
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and NP). 

The analogue of P in algebraic complexity is p-circuit (pC). 

This is defined as all families of polynomials of p-bounded degree 

with p-bounded circuit size; p-formula (pF) is defined analogously 

[34]. Since a formula is a circuit, pF C pC. 

The analogue of the classes NP and #P in algebraic complexity 

is the class p-definable (pD) [34]. This is defined as all families 

of polynomials of p-bounded degree, where essentially the coefficient 

of any monomial is easily computed (i.e. there is a small formula) 

as a function of the powers of each variable in the monomial. The 

relationship of this class to P and NP will be examined later. 

If fi(xi,...,xi) and gj(y1,...,yj) are polynomials over the 

field F (or ring R) then fi is a projection of gj if there is a 

substitution a: {y1,...,yj} -> F U {xi,...,xi} such that 

fi(xi,...,xi) = gj(a(y1),...,a(yj)). A family f = {fi} is a 

projection of a family g = {g.} if for all fi E f there is a gj E g 

such that fi is a projection of gj. The fact that one family is a 

projection of another is not of immediate computational relevance, 

since it may relate members of one family to members of the other 

with relatively enormous numbers of arguments. To be of relevance 

as a notion of reducibility analogous to polynomial reducibility in 

machine complexity, we need to impose a bound on this growth. The 

result is p-projection [28,35], which is defined as follows: a 

family f is a p-projection of a family g if there exists a constant 

k such that all fi E f, fi is the projection of some gj E g with 

j < ik. Clearly, if g is in pC and f is a p-projection of g then 

f is in pC_ 
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Compared to polynomial reduction in machine complexity, 

p-projection is a very strict form of reduction, of such simplicity 

that one would expect very few families to be interrelated. Thus, 

whilst any two problems in P are trivially related by polynomial 

reductions, the same is not true for pC via p-projections, so that 

the class of complete problems for pC via p-projection is not 

trivially equal to the whole of pC. 

A family f is said to be universal for a problem class A (via 

p-projection) if any family in A is a p-projection of f. If, in 

addition f E A, then f is complete for A via p-projection. 

Valiant [34] has shown that the determinant family DET is universal 

for pF; in fact that every polynomial of formula size s is the 

projection of an (s+2) x (s+2) determinant. The nxn'determinant 

2 

has a known formula of size 
20(lg n) [11] and is not thought to be 

in pF. Nevertheless, the above result is essentially a universal 

means of expressing a sub-exponential formula for a polynomial, 

where such exists. (The best known lower bound for the formula 

size of the nxn determinant is 0(n3) [141.) 

The following short argument is due to Valiant [34]. Define 

a "quasi-polynomial" in n to be two to the power of any polynomial 

in log n. The determinant then has at most quasi-polynomial formula 

size. Using the result of Hyafil (given earlier) relating circuit 

and formula size by a quasi-polynomial bound and that of Valiant 

that any formula can be expressed as a determinant of virtually the 

same size, we can see that, firstly, the class of problems with 

qp-bounded (quasi-polynomial bounded) formula size is the same as 

the class of problems with qp-bounded circuit size; and thus, 

secondly, that a polynomial is in "qp-circuit" iff it is a 
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"qp-projection" of the determinant. We therefore have the result 

that the determinant is a universal device for sub-exponential 

computations in algebraic complexity. Whether or not the deter- 

minant is complete for pC via p-projection is unknown. 

A problem that is complete for pD is said to be algebraically 

complete. Since pD is loosely the algebraic analogue of NP and 

#P, this is empirically an assertion of intractability i.e. of 

exponential circuit and formula size. The permanent family 

PER = {PER1,PER4,PER9...} is algebraically complete (over fields 

of characteristic 2) [34]. (Note that the permanent has the 

same set of monomials as the determinant, but that the coefficient 

of each monomial is always +1 in the permanent.) Evaluating the 

permanent (over fields of characteristic 2) has also been shown 

to be #P-complete in machine complexity [33]. (The travelling 

salesman problem (TSP), mentioned earlier, is also algebraically 

complete over the relevant semi-ring, thus explaining its apparent 

intractability. Indeed, there are many known algebraically complete 

problems [12,361.) 

The smallest known formula for the nxn permanent is of size 

O(n22n) [21,24]; thus the nxn permanent is the projection of the 

mxm determinant where m < O(n22n). The smallest known circuit for 

the permanent is of size O(n2n) [23, Appendix 2]. Empirically, it 
is considered likely that the circuit size of the permanent is 

exponential, since the contrary would imply faster algorithms for 

NP and #P complete problems in machine complexity, and smaller 

circuits for p-definable polynomials in algebraic complexity. 

(Clearly, if the permanent is a "qp-projection" of the determinant 

then every "qp-definable" polynomial would have qp-bounded formula 
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.size.) 

Algebraic complexity has been pursued in many algebraic 

systems e.g. boolean algebra [28], various semi-rings (13], various 

fields [5,34,35]. Of these, a complexity theory based on boolean 

algebra has the property of modelling discrete computations simply 

and accurately, and is thus the algebraic analogue of Turing machine 

complexity. It is not surprising therefore, that in this domain of 

computation the algebraically complete problems are essentially the 

NP-complete problems of machine complexity [28]. 

Boolean complexity is essentially equivalent to complexity over 

the finite field GF(2), since any boolean operation may be expressed 

as a small constant number of arithmetic operations in GF(2) and 

vice-versa. Formula and circuit size are therefore altered by at 

most a constant factor when translating between the two algebras, 

and the complexity of an algorithm expressed in one of the two 

systems is thus invariant upon changing to the other. The methods 

used in boolean complexity are usually combinatorial in nature and 

often very "syntactic". These methods have not yet proved powerful 

enough to answer the really difficult questions in complexity, such 

as "pD=?pC". The boolean/GF(2) case does seem to illustrate the 

inconvenient properties possessed by finite fields in this context. 

Studies of semi-rings by Jerrum and Snir [13] have illustrated 

the fact that circuits in such "loose" algebraic systems fail to 

capture the subtleties of efficient computation which are possible 

in more restricted structures such as rings and fields. (They 

define a semi-ring to be a domain of computation in which there are 

two operations '+' and 'x', both associative and commutative, with 
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'6x' distributing over '+'.) In particular, they exhibit several 

semi-rings within which the optimal circuits for computing various 

natural functions are the obvious ones. Such optimal circuits are, 

however, sub-optimal in some of the more restricted domains of 

computation. An example is matrix multiplication, which they show 

to have optimal circuit size 0(n3) in some semi-rings, but the best 

result known to date is o(n/2) over any field [81. 

Jerrum and Snir also exhibit semi-rings in which the permanent 

requires O(n2n) arithmetic operations, and in which the spanning 

tree polynomial [13 p.8911 requires (4/3)0(n) operations. An 

interesting result due to Kirchoff [9 p.34,191 is that, over a field, 

the nxn spanning tree-polynomial can be written as an nxn determinant 

whose entries are linear combinations of the indeterminates: thus 

showing the spanning tree polynomial to be in pC over a field. This 

remarkable fact illustrates the subtlety of computation over fields, 

to which we will therefore confine ourselves. No similar speedup 

is known for the permanent when going over to fields (of charac- 

teristic # 2). Indeed, the existence of such a speedup seems most 

unlikely since it would show pC = pD over fields (a close algebraic 

analogue of "P = #P"!). 

Given the universal nature of the determinant for computing 

functions with small formula size, and the close connection between 

formula size and circuit size, it is reasonable to conjecture that 

the determinant (and linear algebra in general) in some sense 

constitutes a universal technique for fast algebraic algorithms. 

This conjecture is further strengthened by the ubiquity of linear 

algebra as a computational tool for all kinds of algebraic problems. 

Thus it is instructive that linear combinations of the indeter- 
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urinates are used to write the spanning tree polynomial as a deter- 

minant, and this suggests that projection should be generalised to 

allow substitutions of such linear combinations. Such a general- 

isation of projection is further motivated by the observation that 

whilst the determinant is not known to be complete for pC via 

p-projection, it may well become so via some slightly more general 

notion of projection. Additionally, in boolean complexity pro- 

jections have always been defined more generally to include 

substitutions of the negations of variables [281. Re-interpreting 

this in the field GF(2) gives projections in which any constant may 

be added onto any substituted variable. Skyum [271 has shown that 

allowing such negations can make a drastic difference to the power 

of projections in boolean complexity by exhibiting a family of 

functions whose projective power is increased exponentially by such 

a generalisation of the notion of projection. 

Bearing in mind the above remarks we therefore define a 

generalised projection from a polynomial f(y) to a polynomial g(x) 

(y1 
- - 

x 
(where x = 

1 

and y = ;11 and m>n) over a field F to be an mxn 
x v 

matrix of constants L and n nx1 matrix of constants 1 such that 

f(Lx + 1) = g(x) as functions. The existence or otherwise of 

such a generalised projection from f to g may be regarded as the 

non-emptiness (or otherwise) of the set of simultaneous solutions 

of the set of polynomial equations {Va E Fn f(La + 1) - g(a) = 01, 

where the entries of the matrices L and 1 are regarded as the 

variables to be solved for. Thus the existence or otherwise of 

generalised projections falls withLn the province of algebraic 

geometry. (The set of simultaneous roots of some set of polynomials 

is called an algebraic set. Algebraic geometry is concerned with 
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.algebraic sets and their relation to polynomials [15,22].) 

A good example of a general result, in complexity that uses 

algebraic geometry is Strassen's "degree bound" [5,30], which gives 

a lower bound on the number of multiplications required to evaluate 

one or several polynomials in terms of their degree. The degree 

of several polynomials together can only be defined successfully in 

the context of algebraic geometry: discussion of this point is 

given in [5 p.1161. 

It is not surprising that algebraic geometry should be highly 

relevant to algebraic complexity since both are concerned with 

multivariate polynomials. Indeed it appears likely that the 

conceptual depth of algebraic geometry is necessary, especially in 

consideration of negative results in algebraic complexity: Strassen's 

degree bound is an example. It is no accident that the more 

combinatorial approaches to algebraic complexity, which have 

achieved great success in constructing algorithms and reductions, 

have had far less success in producing significant absolute negative 

results. 

Unfortunately, problems in algebraic geometry over finite fields 

or over the rationals (or any algebraic extension thereof) can be 

virtually intractable, owing to their strong number theoretic flavour. 

Also, algebraic geometry is usually pursued over algebraically 

complete fields to avoid problems of "missing roots". 

In the context of complexity it is natural to choose a field 

that contains the natural numbers so that various combinatorial 

"counting" polynomials (such as the permanent and the spanning tree 

polynomial) are included in the class of p-definable functions whilst 
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retaining their usual combinatorial interpretation. In this way 

pD becomes a direct algebraic analogue of #P (in fact pD becomes 

the restriction of #P when only algebraic algorithms are allowed). 

This enables direct concrete interpretation of any algebraic results. 

In the light of the remarks of the previous paragraph, we therefore 

need to choose an algebraically complete field of characteristic 

zero. Circuit and formula sizes are the same (for a given poly- 

nomial) over the algebraic closure of the rationals as over the 

complex numbers [appendix 1]. For simplicity, it seems natural, 

therefore, to choose the complex numbers. 
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.(ii) Specific Discussion 

There are many instances in complexity of a pair of problems 

with very similar problem specifications, one of which is in P, the 

other being NP or #P complete. Examples of such pairs can be found 

in [10 p.79]. In each case, the member of the pair for which there 

exists a fast algorithm possesses some structural features which are 

absent in the case of thecther member. It is these structural 

features that enable algorithms more efficient than an exhaustive 

exponential search to be found. Indeed, the apparent absence of 

any such helpful features in the case of all known NP and #P 

complete problems is strong empirical evidence of their intract- 

ability. Unfortunately, it follows that any future proof that 

purports to distinguish NP and #P complete problems from tractable 

problems will have to be able to discriminate between problems with 

very similar specifications. One difficulty in doing this is to 

decide precisely what structural features of a pl-oblem could 

potentially give rise to a fast algorithm, and then proving that 

such do not exist. 

An algebraic example of this phenomenon is the pair of poly- 

nomial families, the determinant and the permanent. (Let X be an 

nxn matrix. The permanent of X is defined as 

n 
per X = a S j=1 Xja(7) 

n 

where Sn is the group of all permutations of (1,2,...,n). Note 

that the permanent is the same as the determinant except that all 
terms have positive sign.) As mentioned previously, the permanent 

is algebraically complete [34,35], and computing it is a #P-complete 

problem [33], whereas fast algorithms are known for computing the 
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determinant [5]. These fast algorithms rely upon structural 

features (or "symmetries") of the determinant that the permanent 

apparently does not possess. A good example is Gaussian elimin- 

ation which relies upon the identity det(AB) = de t(A) .de t(B) to 

transform a given matrix (whose determinant is required) into a 

triangular matrix, whilst changing the determinant only by a known 

factor. It is thus natural to ask whether the permanent possesses 

any such symmetries, and if so how they can be used to assist faster 

computation. 

It has already been mentioned that the spanning tree polynomial 

may be written as a determinant in which linear combinations of the 

indeterminates have been substituted. A similar relationship 

exists between the wrapped convolution and the pairwise product. 

Let x, y and z be nxl column matrices. z is the Hadamard product 

(or pairwise product) of x and y if yj zj = xjy.. Also z is the 

wrapped convolution of x and y if Vj zj = xiyj-i mod n' An 

efficient technique for evaluating a wrapped convolution [2 p.2541 

relies upon transforming the convolution into the Hadamard product 

by means of the discrete Fourier transform. In both the case of 

the Spanning Tree polynomial and Wrapped Convolution, the polynomial 

in question is transformed into a polynomial that is easy to 

evaluate, by means of an invertable linear transformation of the 

indeterminates. Such a transformation is clearly a very restricted 

form of generalised projection, where the number of indeterminates 

in the polynomials being so related is constrained to be equal. 

Call polynomials related by such a transformation "similar poly- 

nomials". Whether the permanent is "similar" to something easy to 

compute is clearly an open question. 
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The essential structural-feature of the determinant that 

makes it easy to evaluate is its preservation of matrix multiplic- 

ation. Thus, given that.the permanent is a multilinear polynomial 

of a very similar form to the determinant, one could regard the 

preservation of a bilinear "product" of a pair of matrices as a 

"symmetry", and ask whether the permanent possesses such a product 

and how such a product (if it exists) may assist fast evaluation 

(i.e. is there an operation "o" with per(AoB)= per(A).per(B) and 

(AoB).. 
a LY ,jaSY6 AaSBY6 

where the 
ijaRYd 

are constants). 
13 

Alternatively, the determinant's preservation of matrix 

multiplication can be regarded as an example of a phenomenon of a 

more general kind; namely the existence of linear combinations of 

the indeterminates of a polynomial that when substituted in the 

place of the original indeterminates yields the original polynomial 

(aside from a constant factor). Thus in det(AX) = det(A).det(X) 

the constants in A are to be regarded as giving rise to a linear 

transformation of the inputs X, that preserves the determinant of X 

for all X aside from a constant factor (det(A)). The fact that in 

the case of the determinant the inputs are in the form of a matrix 

and the linear combinations are then generated by matrix multiplic- 

ation is to be regarded as irrelevant to the general definition of 

the phenomenon. This is essentially the viewpoint used by the 

Gaussian elimination algorithm for evaluating determinants. 

Suppose a polynomial P(x), (where x is the column matrix of 

the indeterminates x1,...,xn) has a symmetry analogous to those of 

the determinant, whereby taking a certain linear combination of the 

variables before evaluating P only alters the result by a constant 

factor plus a constant additive term, 
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'i.e.. jYx k.P (Tx + t) + k' = P (x) , 

(where T is an n n matrix of constants, t is an nxl matrix of 

constants and k,k' are constants). Then P could be evaluated at 

a by evaluating P at Ta + t, multiplying by k and adding If 

Ta + t has more entries equal to zero than a then there may be some 

computational advantage to this scheme as compared to evaluating 

P(a) directly. 

In order to construct such a scheme whereby P can be evaluated 

advantageously at any point x, it must be possible for the symmetry 

(T,t) chosen to depend upon x, in order to introduce zeros into 

Tx + t. (In practice several successive transformations may be 

made, introducing successively more zeros whilst preserving those 

previously present. Such a scheme constitutes a Gaussian elimin- 

ation style algorithm for evaluating P.) Intuitively, nearby points 

(1) (2) will need nearby symmetries (T (1) (1) (2) (2) and ,t ) and (T ,t 
in order for (T(1)x(1) + 

t(1) 
) and (T(2)x(2) + t(2) ) to have the 

same entries equal to zero. Thus, in order for this to be possible, 

it is necessary for some of the symmetries of P to form a continuum, 

and these "continuous" symmetries of P will include all of the 

computationally useful symmetries of P._ Again intuitively, this 

continuum of symmetries will have a dimension (the number of "degrees 

of freedom" involved in specifying a particular symmetry), and this 

dimension must exceed the number of zeros to be introduced into all 

inputs. Thus for a family of polynomials (such as the determinant 

or permanent), this "dimension" must be O(n) for n inputs (xi,...,xn), 

otherwise the fraction of entries that can be transformed to zero 

by using symmetries will be asymptotically zero, and there will be 

no asymptotic gain in the complexity of evaluation. Clearly this 
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criterion is satisfied by the determinant. 

Suppose sets of polynomials {Pi(xY-} and {Qi(x)} (1<i<m) are 

related by linear transformations in a way analogous to the relation 

between the wrapped convolution and the Hadamard product (i.e. they 

are similar) 
m 

i.e. Vx,i Pi(x) = 5 .Q.(Sx + s) + s!, (or P(x) = S'9(Sx + s) + s!) 

j=1 

(where S',S are non-singular mxm and nxn matrices respectively, and 

s,s' are nxl and mxl matrices of constants respectively). Then 

{Pi} could be evaluated at x by evaluating {Qi} at Sx + s and 

taking a linear combination of the results. Call such a scheme a 

transformation style algorithm for evaluating {Pi}. (In the case 

of the wrapped convolution W(x,y) and the Hadamard product H(x,y) 

this is W(x,y) = F-1H(Fx,Fy) where F is the discrete Fourier trans- 

form matrix [21.) It is natural to allow linear combinations of 

the "outputs" if there is more than one, rather than just a constant 

scalar multiplier; this generalisation will be carried over to 

generalised projections and symmetries (which are just "self 

similarities"). The importance of similarity is its invertability: 

if P and Q are similar polynomials then a symmetry of Q will give 

rise to a symmetry of P as follows:- first transform P into Q, 

then apply the symmetry of Q, then transform Q back to P; the 

composition of the transformations used to perform these steps is 

clearly a symmetry of P. Thus similar polynomials will have 

closely related sets of symmetries, and this may be used as a 

criterion for similarity. (This relationship between symmetries 

and similarity is a consequence of the action of symmetries upon 

the transformations giving rise to similarity. Obviously this is 

,not restricted to similarity: the symmetries of a polynomial will 
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also act upon any generalised projection to another polynomial, 

yielding other projections that relate the same polynomials.) 

This thesis is concerned with exploring the structure.of the 

set of symmetries of a polynomial function, and identifying the 

computationally useful symmetries of any such function. The 

relationships between similarities, symmetries and generalised 

projections are also considered. Chapter 2 is concerned with the 

development of definitions and results that go to make up a general 

theory of such matters for any polynomial function, including a 

method of obtaining all of the computationally useful symmetries. 

The remainder of the thesis is concerned with applications of this 

theory to specific polynomials and the consequences for complexity 

of the theory, along with a general examination of some more 

algorithmic aspects of symmetries, similarities and projections, 

and their relation to linear algebra. 
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(iii) Notations and Conventions 

xl P1 (x) 

and P(x) = Throughout let x = : 

P (x) n m - 
where Pi(x) is a polynomial in the indeterminates xi,...,xn for each 

i in the range 1,...,m. Unadorned uppercase letters will denote 

square matrices unless otherwise specified; underlined lowercase 

letters will denote column matrices; the identity matrix and the 

column matrix of all zeros will be denoted by I and 0 respectively. 

The sizes of matrices, if not explicitly stated, will be apparent 

from the context. The transpose of a column matrix a will be 

denoted by aT. The field of numbers will be the complex numbers 

throughout. Further notation and conventions will be introduced 

where necessary. 
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2. CENTRAL DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 

(i) Basic Definitions and Theorems 

The transformations of the "inputs" and "outputs" of a polynomial 

that will be considered in this chapter will consist of linear trans- 

formations followed by shifts of origin. For compactness, the 

following definition will be adopted. 

Defn. 2.0 A linear affine transformation A is a pair (A,a) of 

matrices of the same height, where A is square. A is considered as 

a map from one vector space to another, followed by a shift of origin 

i.e. Vx Ax = Ax + a. 

Scalar multiplication, addition and product (composition) of 

linear affine transformations are defined in the obvious way, and 

possess all the algebraic properties of the corresponding operations 

for square matrices, except for the distributive property and 

commutation with scalars. (The convention of using the same letter 
for an affine transformation and the corresponding matrices as above 

will be adhered to throughout.) 

Thus A + B = (A + B, a +b) and 

AB = (AB,Ab + a); I = (1,0) is the identity transformation 

and 0 = (0,0) is the zero transformation; a (left) scalar 

multiplication is XA = (XA,Xa). 

The inverse of A is A 1 = (A 1,-A 1a) and exists iff det A 0, when 

A is said to be non-singular. 

Defn. 2.1 T' is a linear affine symmetry of P(x) ii.. 
3T, 

" Vx T " P (T' X) = P (x) . 

This corresponds to the notion of being able to compute P at x by 
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computing P at T'x, and there existing a transformation T" to 

transform the results of the latter computation back to the desired 

results. We note that it is T' that is important for Gaussian 

elimination type operations. 

Homogeneity imposes a constraint upon the form of affine 

symmetries, and since most "natural" families of polynomials in 

complexity are homogeneous and of the same degree (for a given 

number of arguments), e.g. matrix multiplication, convolution, 

adjoint matrix etc., we adopt the following definition:- 

Defn. 2.2 P is homogeneous and of degree d iff Vx P(Xx) = adP(x), 

for all scalar X. 

i.e. each P i is homogeneous and all are of the same degree d. 

Homogeneity is clearly an affine symmetry. 

It is natural to consider the question, "under what conditions 

do the collection of symmetries of a family of polynomials constitute 

a group under composition of linear affine transformations?" 

Suppose P has a singular affine symmetry T', then clearly the 

symmetries of P do not constitute a group since T'cannot possess an 

inverse. Now suppose P is independent of a certain linear 

combination of the indeterminates i.e. the value of P does not 

change if the input is translated in a certain direction (for any 

input). Then a symmetry of P could scale that particular linear 

combination of the indeterminates by a factor of zero, and thus be 

singular, so that the symmetries of P could not be a group. This 

motivates the following definition:- 

Defn. 2.3 a is a translational symmetry of P iff Vx P(x + a) = P(x). 
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This is an affine symmetry also. 

The shift of origin involved in an affine transformation may 

upset the homogeneity of a polynomial if applied to the "inputs" or 

"outputs", unless it happens to coincide with a translational 

symmetry. The following lemma clarifies this:- 

Lemma 2.1 If P is homogeneous and of degree d>2, and has no trans- 

lational symmetries, and if A, A" are non-singular linear affine 

transformations then 

A"P(A'x) is homogeneous iff a' = 0 and a" = 0 

when it is of degree d. 

Proof 

A" ((A'x)) = a" + A" (P (A' x + a')). Taylor expansion:- 

= all + A"(P(A'x) + polynomials of degree <d). 

Thus if A"P(A'x) 0 homogeneity of A"P(A'x) implies 

A"P(A'x) = A"P(A'x) = the degree d part when expanded. 

By assumption A" and A' are non-singular, and P(x) 0 since P has 

no translational symmetries. 

Thus P(x) $ 0 => Vx P(A'x) 0 => Vx A"P(A'x) 0. 

Therefore A"P(A'x + a') + a" = A"P(A'x). 

=> Vx P(A'x + a') + A"-1a" = P(A'x) 

_> Vx P(x + a') + A"-1a" = P(x). Taylor expansion:- 

=> b'x P(x) + (a'0)P(x) + polynomials of degree <(d-1) = p (x) -All a11 

where V. = ax and the scalar product is defined without complex 
J 

conjugation. 

Since (d-1)>1 and A"-1a" is of degree zero, we have (a'V)P(x) = 0. 
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Thus lim P (x + ca') - P (x) 
s-*o - - - - - = 0 

C 

_> P(x + a') = P(x) + O(-ta) , k E N l 

=> P(x + ') = P(x) + k'.O(k2), k,k' E N, by induction 

(s) => P(x + a') =P(x) +O1 

=> P(x + a') = P(x) when k 

i.e. a' = 0 since P has no translational symmetries. 

Thus, as before P(x + a') + A"-1a" = P(x) , and so a" = 0. 

The above lemma-is of substantial use in later proofs, and in 

could be used to establish a slightly regtr-i rsion of the 

sevEral definitions. 

Theorem 2.1 If P is homogeneous and of degree d>2, and has no 

translational symmetries, then all linear affine symmetries of P are 

of the form T' = (T',0) satisfying 2T" Vx T"P(T'x) = P(x). 

i.e. there are no translational parts to T' and T". 

Proof. If T' is a symmetry of P then T' is non-singular, else other- 

wise 7a 1 0 with Vx T'(x + a) = T'x, and therefore 

EJT"Vx P(x) = T"P(T'x) = T"P(T'(x + a)) = P(x + a), 

i.e. P has a translational symmetry contrary to assumption. 

Let T' be a symmetry of P, then 2T" T"P(T x) = P(x) for all x. 

Thus ST" Vx VP (x) = P(T'-1x) 

The left hand side of this equation is homogeneous except for the 

translational part of T" (i.e. t"), and is of degree d. 

P(T'-ix - T-l t') - t" should be homogeneous and of degree d (using 

the inverse of an affine linear transformation given at the start of 

the chapter). Thus P(x - t') + t" should be homogeneous and of 
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degree d, and since (d-1)>1 a Taylor expansion gives (t'V)P(x) = 0, 

which implies P(x + t') = P(x) (as in the proof of lemma 2.1). 

Thus t' = 0 as P has no translational symmetries, and immediately 

t" = 0. ko 

This theorem is proved here in advance, so that the reasons 

defining symmetries of homogeneous polynomia it'hout translational, 

parts are apparent. If the'i geneous case was to be-considered 

further, the natix place for this theorem would be after the 

ogeneous equivalent of theorem 2.4. However:- 

Hereafter, we will consider only homogeneous families of polynomials. 

The inhomogeneous case is pursued by the author [31] and differs only 

in that the expressions are correspondingly more complex. In 

particular, entirely analogous methods and proofs are given. 

Defn. 2.4 T' is a linear symmetry of P iff 

3T" Vx T"P(T'x) = P(x) 

Defn. 2.5 P is linearly independent iff aP(x) = o => a = 0. 

This is just the usual definition. 

If P is not linearly independent, then given a linear symmetry T' of 

P there may exist two distinct matrices, T1 and T2 that satisfy 
n 

T"P(T'x) = T2,(T'x) = P(x) because they give rise to the same result 

when acting on P i.e. VP (x) = T"P(x). 

We now have enough to explore the algebraic structure of the set of 

symmetries of a polynomial:- 

Defn. 2.6 GP = (E',*') where E' ={T'I3T" T"P(T'x) = P(x)} 

and Tl*$i'2 = TjT2 (matrix multiplication). 
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GP is the set of symmetries of P with matrix multiplication as 

composition. 

Defn. 2.7 GP = (E",*") where E" = {T" 13T ',T"P (T' x) = P (x) } 

T"*"T" = T"T" (reversed matrix multiplication). 
1 2 2 1 

Theorem 2.2 GP is a semi-group. 

Proof 

Closure: If T',T' E G' then 3T",T"`dx T"P(T'x) = T"P(T'x) = P(x) 
1 2 P 1 2 - 1- 1- 2- 2- - -- 

so T"T"P(T''(T'x)) = T"P(T'x) = P(x) i.e. T'T' E G. 
2 1- 1 2- 2- 2- 1 2. P 

Identity: I E GP since IP(Ix) = P(x); I is the identity for matrix 

multiplication. 

Associativity: Matrix multiplication is associative. 

Theorem 2.3 If P has no translational symmetry and is linearly 

independent then GP is a group. 

Proof 

GP is a semi-group anyway, so all that is needed is for each symmetry 

in GP to have an inverse in G 

Let T' E GP and suppose T' is non-singular as a matrix, then 

JT" T"P (T' x) = P (x) and so T"P(x) = P (T' -1x) . If T" is non-singular 

then T"-1P(T'-1x) = P(x) i.e. T'-1 C GP. 

However T' is non-singular, otherwise 3a 0 with T'a = 0, and 

P(x) = T"P(T'x) = T"P(T'(x + a)) = P(x + a) i.e. P has a trans- 

lational symmetry. 

Also T" is non-singular, otherwise 3a j 0 with aTT" = OT, 

and aTP(x) = aTT"P(T'x) = 0 i.e. P is linearly dependent. 
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Theorem 2.4 If P is linearly independent with no translational 

symmetry then GP is a group, and there exists a group homomorphism 

(PP: GP -> GP with the property that VT' E GP (PP(T')P(T'x) = P(x). 

i.e. (PP(T') is the unique T" in defn. 2.6 corresponding to a given 

T' E G 

Proof GP is obviously a group under these conditions. 

Let-T' E GP, then BT" E GP T"P(T'x) = P(x). 

Suppose 3T" V T" E G" with T"P(T'x) = T"P(T'x) = P(x). 
1 2 P 1- - 2- - - - 

Then, subtracting, (T1 - T2)P(T'x) = 0, for all x. 

Thus (T1 - T2)P(x) = 0, which implies T1 = T2 (a contradiction) 

since P is linearly independent. Therefore, given T' E GP, the 

corresponding T" E GP (with T"P(T'x) = P(x)) is unique; i.e. there 

is a function (p: GP -> GP with VT' E GP (p (T') P (T' x) = P (x) . 

Clearly (p(I) = I, and (p(TiT2) = (p(T2) (p(T1) 

(since (p(T1)P(Tix) = P(x) and (p(T2)P(T2x) = P(x) 

so (p(T2j (P(T1) P(T,'T2x) = (p(T2) P(T2x) = P(x) 

but (p(TiT2)P(T,'T2x) = P(x), and the result follows by uniqueness) 

Therefore (p is a homomorphism. 

The conditions for GP and GP to be groups and for the homomorphism 

(Pp to exist are not restrictive. Indeed, for the reasons that 

follow, it is very unlikely that any naturally (computationally) 

arising family of polynomials (of degree >2) will fail to satisfy 

those conditions. Linear independence is very likely, since 

otherwise it is pointless evaluating anything more than a maximal 

linearly independent sub-family, the remainder being computationally 

redundant. The absence of any translational symmetry is also very 

likely, since otherwise the family of polynomials may be expressed in 
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terms of a "basis" of those linear combinations of the indeterminates 

that they depend upon and those that are translational symmetries. 

Treating these as new indeterminates, the family does not depend 

upon those that correspond to translational symmetries, and thus we 

have a new family depending upon fewer variables, revealing the 

computational redundancy of the original family. For these reasons 

we will refer to the conditions for GP and GP to be groups as 

(computational) irredundance of P. The above arguments have 

indicated that if P(y) is redundant then we can find two (possibly 

non-square) matrices such that L"P(L'x) is an irredundant family, 

with fewer polynomials or indeterminates. 
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(ii) Linear Algebraic Groups 

This section outlines existing mathematics that will be of 

extensive use here. There are many works on Algebraic geometry 

e.g. [15,22] (the study of algebraic sets) and linear algebraic 

groups e.g. [4]. First, two definitions to show the relationship 

between the two areas. 

Defn. 2.8 An algebraic set is any set of points that consists of 

all simultaneous roots of some (finite or infinite) set of multi- 

variate polynomials. 

Defn. 2.9 A linear algebraic group is a subgroup of GL(n) for some 

n, that is an algebraic set in the space M(n) of all nxn matrices. 

The following definitions are to enable something to be said about 

the structure and nature of algebraic sets. 

Defn. 2.10 An algebraic set is said to be reducible if it is the 

(non-trivial) union of two algebraic sets. If not reducible then 

irreducible. An irreducible algebraic set is called a variety. 

(Some authors call an algebraic set a variety, and thus have to 

resort to the term "irreducible variety"). 

Theorem 2.5 A Variety is connected. 

For proof see [15]. 

Theorem 2.6 Any algebraic set may be expressed as all simultaneous 

roots of some finite set of polynomials. (The Basis theorem.). 

For proof see [15]. Such a set of polynomials is called a (finite) 

basis for the algebraic set. 

Theorem 2.7 Any algebraic set is uniquely a finite union of varieties, 
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no one of which is wholly contained in any other, though they may 

intersect. These are called the components of the algebraic set. 

For proof see [15]. 

Defn. 2.11 The Zariski Tangent Space to a variety V (given by the 

basis f) at the point P E V is defined to be 

ZP(V) = {aIf(P + ca) = f(P) + 0(c2) }, 

and is clearly a vector space. 

Defn. 2.12 A variety V is said to be smooth at a point P E V if 
there is an analytic bijection from a neighbourhood of the origin 

within the P-tangent space to a neighbourhood of P within V. A 

variety V is said to be smooth if VP E V, V is smooth at P. 

Defn. 2.13 The dimension of a variety is defined to be 

min{dim ZP(V)IP E V} 

Theorem 2.8 A variety is smooth iff VP,q E V dim 74V) = dim Zq(V) 

i.e. all tangent spaces have the same dimension. 

For proof see [15]. 

Theorem 2.9 A variety is smooth at at least one point. (In fact 

almost everywhere.) 

For proof see [15]. 

The immediate consequences of algebraic geometry for linear 

algebraic groups are as follows. 

Theorem 2.10 A linear algebraic group has the following property:- 

(i) There are a finite number of smooth, non-intersecting, connected 

components. 

(ii) The component containing the identity is a normal subgroup. 
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(iii) The analytic bijection of definition 2.12, where the 

tangent space to the identity element of the group is 

considered, is the exponential function of a matrix (over 

C, defined by power series); the group is a Lie group [5,26]. 

For proofs see [4]. 
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(iii) General Properties of Linear Symmetries 

Some of the results in this section will depend upon the 

"existing mathematics", described in the previous section. Where 

this is so it will be stated, but even so, an outline of a simple 

direct proof may be given for completeness. 

Firstly, a definition to show the relevance of the previous 

section. 

I 0 Defn. 2.14 Let GP = { 0 
( T ' ) ' ) IT' E GP } 

P 

Theorem 2.11 GP is a linear algebraic group in GL(m + n) if P .s 

irredundant. 

TIJO Proof GP is {.(O T"T) b'x T"P(TIx) - P(x) = 0 } 

Thus GP is an algebraic set since for each x the matrix entries 

must be a root of a polynomial. Indeed the matrix pair must be 

a simultaneous root of all the polynomials that can be obtained by 

substituting any constant x. If P is irredundant then GP is 

clearly a group under matrix multiplication (defns. 2.6, 2.7, 

theorems 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). (The transpose in the definition 2.14 is 

to convert the reverse matrix multiplication in defn. 2.7 into 

matrix multiplication). 

The form of construction used in definition 2.14 will be of great 

further use. Clearly GP and GP are both homomorphic images of 

GP. It is convenient to regard ' and " as these homomorphisms, 

and this use will be extended in the obvious way to similar structures. 

Defn. 2.15 Whenever there is a matrix structure E of the form 

E _ {.(o 
D1 0 

, D" = *(D'), D' E E'} where E' is homomorphic to E 
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and i is a homomorphism, we will regard ' as the homomorphism from 

E to E' and " as the homomorphism obtained by composing ' with 

Thus i is a homomorphism from E' to V. 

By theorem 2.10 GP consists of a finite number of smooth, non- 

intersecting connected components. This suggests the following 

definition. 

Defn. 2.16 GP is the component of GP that contains the identity. 

For the purpose of outlined direct proofs we will take this to be 

the pathwise connected component defined as follows: 

GP = {glg E GP and there exists a continuous parameterisationg(X) 

where A c I2, 0<X:1, g(0) = I (identity), 

g(1) = g, VA g(X) E Gp} 

Theorem 2.10 (iii) suggests we define the tangent space to the 

group at the identity, and look for an exponential map. 

Defn. 2.17 The tangent space to GP at I is 

VP = 01 MT) Vx(I + EM")P((I + EM') X) = P(x) + O(E2) 
" 

and if M C VP then (I + EM) is called an "infinitesimal transformation". 

Theorem 2.12 VP is a finite dimensional vector space (with matrix 

addition). 

Proof 0 E.Vp trivially. The application of two successive 

infinitesimal transformations shows that M1 E VP and M2 C Vp 

implies M1 + M2 E VP. The substitution of aE for e (for 

constant A) shows that M C VP => AM E Vp. 

any 

Remark: VP is a Lie algebra [5] with product [A,B] = AB - BA. 
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Defn. 2.18 If A is a matrix let eA = E 1 A. 
J=0 J ! 

This is just the usual power series and converges everywhere for 

matrices over Q [20]. 

Theorem 2.13 If M E VP then eM E GP. 

M' 

Proof If M = 
0 

JMT -- 0 
then eM = -t-eM"T 

M E Vp => (I + EM')P( (I + EMt) X) = P(x) + O(e2) 

=> (I + M")P((I + Mhx) = P(x) + 0( 2) j E IN 

=> (I + M")2P((I + iM,2x) _ (I + 
iM',)P((I 

+ iM5x) + 0(12) 
J - J - J - J- J 

= P(x) + 2.O(=2) 
J 

=> (I + M'1) JP ((I + jM Jx) = P w + i(2) 
Taking lim j -> - poses no problems since P is continuous and 

Jm (I + MJ expands into the power series for eM since there are 
no commutation difficulties. Thus 

M eM 

P (e x14 
) = P (x) and e M = ( OM"T ) C Gp 

Theorem 2.13 shows that the exponential function maps VP into 
us 

GP and theorem 2.10 assureskthat this is an analytic bijection 

within some neighbourhoods of 0 and I in VP and GP respectively, 

but can any more be said? The next theorem assures us that any 

member of GP can be expressed as a finite product of exponentials 

of tangent space matrices. 

J M 
Defn. 2.19 Let exp (Vp) _ {"k e k Mk E VP, j E a } 

(where the product is matrix multiplication). 

Theorem 2.14 exp(VP) = GP if P is irredundant. 
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N 
(i) exp (VP) c GP 
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j M 

Let g =11 e k be any member of exp(VP) where Mk C VP. - - . j 
X 

M 

k 
E GP by theorem 2.13 Then, since VP is a vector space g(X) = fl 

e - k=1 - 
and.group closure. 

However, this is just the parameterisation of definition 2.16 that 
N 

shows g E GP. 

(ii) GP c exp (VP) . 

A matrix norm is defined in [20 p.1521; denote this byHIXII 

In (20 p.158] it is proved that the exponential function of a matrix 

A -> exp(A) is an analytic bijection from the neighbourhood 

{A J 
I I A I I< e} of the zero matrix to the neighbourhood {B1 

I I 
B-III < b} 

of the identity matrix, for some pair of positive constants e,8. In 

particular, this must also be true when the neighbourhoods are 

restricted to lie within VP and GP respectively, in accordance with 

theorem 2.10 (iii). 

Thus, if T E GP and IIT-III < 6 then there is a unique M E VP with 

IIII II < e such .that eM = T. 

Let T E GP, and T(a) be the parameterisation from definition 2.16, 

with T(0) = I, T(1) = T. If T can be expressed as a finite product 

of matrices B. E GP, each IIBi-III < 6, then T can be written as a 

finite product of exponentials of tangent space matrices, i.e. 

T c exp(Vp) (definition 2.19). 

Choose the matrices B. as follows:- 
1 

For all 0<X<1 define the open sets (in [2) 

k=1 

T(1)-III < 61 SX = {µI IITa 
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= {µI IIT(µ)-1T(X)-III < s} 

and let rX be the connected part of S n s., that includes A. 

Clearly if x E r1, then A' E 

The open sets ra cover the interval [0,1], and so by a well-known 

theorem of analysis a finite sub-covering may be chosen: 
N 

let this be ra with 1<i<N. Thus U ra = [0,1]. 

i i=1 i 

In particular we may choose this finite covering to have the 

following properties:- al = 0, XN = 1 (simply by adding into the 

finite covering the sets r0 and 
r1), 

A. < 
Ai+1 

for 1<i<N, (by 

choosing the 

any rA for 

numberirg correctly) and r ¢ ra for i j (by omitting 

which this is false from the finite covering). Then 

ra n ra 0 for 1<i<N, so choose one point ui from 
i i+1 

rA n rX for each i. Define ni for 1<i<2N-1 as follows: 

if i is even ni = 4 1/2; 
if i is odd ni A(i+1)/2; i.e. the ni are 

the A. and the ui alternated. 

Thus rj, c r for 1<i<2N-1. i ni+1 
Therefore IIT(ni)-1T(ni+1)-III < s. 

2N-1 
Choose Bi 

= T(ni)-1T(ni+1then fj Bi = T(0)-1T(1) 
i=1 

B. satisfies the conditionlIBi-III < S. 

T, and 

The reason why GP is smooth is that given any two members of 

GPI T1 and T2, there is an analytic bijection between neighbourhoods 

of them (given by T2T1-1), whose existence is a consequence of being 

a group. Thus any neighbourhood in GP is analytically homeo- 

morphic to an open ball in Vp, showing GP to be an analytic manifold. 

The reason why GP is a normal subgroup of GP (theorem 2.10) is 

as follows:- clearly GP is a subgroup of GP since GP = exp(Vp). 

For any T E Gp, TGPT-1 must be a connected component of.Gp, but it 
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contains the identity, and so must be Gp. 

Since GP is smooth, all tangent spaces have the same dimension, 

and so, noting definition 2.13, we say the following:- 

Defn. 2.20 The dimension of GP, dim(G) = dim(Vp). 

This can be interpreted as the number of "degrees of freedom" in 

GP i.e. the number of parameters that can (smoothly) specify a 

particular member of the group. All degrees of freedom are in GP 

because of the homomorphism from GP to GP. 

Theorem 2.15 VP can be found by solving the linear equations 

obtained by equating the coefficient of each monomial to zero in 

the following expression:- 

(M'x) V P(x) + M"P(x) = 0 

to obtain all M = 

( 
M 

, 

0,T). 

Equally, if M is given and P is to possess M E VP then P must 

satisfy the above as a partial differential equation. 

Proof 

M E VP <=> (I + eM")P((I + cM')x) = P(x) + 0(e2) (definition 2.17) 

but P((I + cM)x) = P(x) + e(1-ix) V P(x) + 0(e2) 

Notice that Euler's equation, 

(x V) f(x) + kf(x) = 0, 

that is satisfied by homogeneous functions of degree k, is a special 

case of the equation in theorem 2.15 with a single function (so that 

M" is 1x1) and M' = I. 

Hereafter symmetries of P that are in the connected normal 

subgroup GP, will be referred to as "continuous" symmetries, as they 
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are essentially generated by the infinitesimal transformations 

(definition 2.17). In contrast, representative members of other 

cosets of GP in GP will be referred to as "discrete" symmetries. 

(Alternatively, one could regard Gp/Gp as the group of "discrete" 

symmetries.) These other cosets are clearly just the other 

connected components of GP, and theorem 2.10 asserts that there ark 

only a finite number of them. Thus there are only a finite number 

of "discrete" symmetries. 

The following definitions are motivated by the remarks in the 

introduction concerning the relationship between the wrapped 

convolution and the pairwise product, and its generalisation to a 

form of invertable projection that we call affine similarity. 

Defn. 2.21 P(x) and Q(x) are affinely similar polynomials if there 

exist non-singular linear affine transformations S',$" with 

P(x) = S"Q(S'x). This is written P = Q. 

It seems likely that homogeneity places some constraint upon 

the form of such a relation, and so we make the following more 

restricted definition involving no translations. 

Defn. 2.22 P(x) and Q(x) are said to be similar polynomials if 
there exist non-singular square matrices S',S" (nxn and m >m 

respectively) with P(x) = S"Q(S'x). This is written P ' Q via 

the transformation S 

O stir) 

CS 

Theorem 2.16 If P and Q are irredundant homogeneous polynomials of 

different degrees (>2), then P Q; if they are of the same degree 

then P = Q implies P - Q. 

Proof Suppose P a Q, then 3S',S", both non-singular, with 
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S"Q (S'(x)) = P (x) . Lemma 2.1 says S"Q(Sx) is homogeneous iff 
s" = 0 and s' = 0, when it is of the same degree as Q. 

Theorem 2.17 Similarity is an equivalence relation. 

Proof 

Reflexive: P N P via the identity transformation 

Symmetric: P N Q via S implies Q N P via S-1 

(since bx P(x) = S"Q(S'x) => Vx' S"-1P(S'-1x') = Q(x') by substituting 

S'-1 x' for x). 

Transitive: P N Q via S1 and Q N R via S2 implies P N R via S 
2 

S 
1 

(by means of a similar substitution). 

As discussed in the introduction, similarity imposes great 

structural constraints upon any pair of polynomials so related. 

In particular, it imposes the following restrictions upon symmetries:- 

Theorem 2.18 If P N Q via S, then G. = G (group isomorphism and 
P 

algebraic set isomorphism), with 

T E GP <=> STS-1 E GQ, 

Q 

and VP = VQ (vector space isomorphism), 

and in particular dim(GP) = dim(GQ). 

Proof 

Let T E GP, then T"P(T'x) = P(x) = S"Q(S'x) if PNQ via S. 

Thus T"S"Q(S'T'x) = P(x) = S"Q(S'x) 

=> 
S"-1T"S"Q(S'T'S'-1x) 

= Q(x) 

STS-1 E GQ. 

Equally, Q N P via S-1, and therefore U E GQ => S-1US E GP by the 
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same argument. 

Thus T E GP <=> STS-1 C GQ, which is clearly a group isomorphism 

since it is a bijection that preserves identity, product and 

inverses, e.g. T1,T2 E GP correspond to ST1S-1, ST2S_1 

E GQ and 

T1T2 E GP corresponds to ST1T2S-1 = (ST1S-1)(ST2S-1) E GQ. 

Thus GP = GQ. 

Vp = VQ follows from consideration of infinitesimal transformations'' 

(definition 2.17) and application of the above argument to within 

O(E2). 

This gives M E VP <=> SMS-1 E VQ which is clearly a linear bijection 

between VP and VQ. (In fact is a Lie algebra isomorphism.) 

Baur and Strassen [3] give a method of transforming a circuit 

to compute a polynomial into a circuit to compute all of its partial 

derivatives that is at most three times as large, showing that the 

complexity of computing partial derivatives is essentially the same 

as the complexity of computing the function itself. It can be shown 

that the symmetries of a polynomial are preserved by various 

integrations and differentiations, but we give only one such result 

here as it gives rise to recognisable concrete results. 

Theorem 2.19 If T' E GP then T' E GQp where VP consists of all 

partial derivatives -1. (Thus GP C G'Qp.) 
j - - 

Proof T' E GP => 3T" T"P(T'x) = P(x) 
m 

i.e. 7T,' = Pi (x) 
j=1 

m 

j=1 i k k 
n a 

but let y = T'x, then 
ax 7 8xl 8 
k l=1 k yl 
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DY1 a n 
and 

ax k 
axk 2 T' x = T' 

lc p=1 lp p 1k' 

a n 
Thus axk P , (T' x) -- Tl' 

akayl 
P (Y) and substituting this gives:- 

m 

2 
n 
IT " , aP 

l T 
() aP. (x) 

j=1 1=1 j lk y axk 
y=T'x 

The above theorem says that "differentiation increases symmetry"-, 

but unfortunately this does not imply that an elimination-style 

algorithm for a polynomial can be used to evaluate its derivatives. 

Given a polynomial P and its symmetry group GP, a Gaussian 

elimination style algorithm to evaluate P works as follows:- 

1. Given the input x choose a T' C GP such that certain 

standard entries in T'x are zero. 

2. Evaluate p at T'x making use of a small formula (or circuit) 

for P with the standard inputs set to zero. 

3. Evaluate the desired results from the results of 2. by 

taking linear combinations using T" = (p (T') E G. 
P P 

In order for such an algorithm to exist, firstly GP must be 

sufficient to introduce the "standard position zeros" no matter what 

the input, and secondly P with zero substituted for the indeter- 

minates in these standard positions must have a small formula. 

In the case of the determinant this second criterion is satisfied 

by the substitution of the zeros into the usual formula "knocking out" 

all but one of the monomials (since the determinant of a triangular 

matrix is the product of its diagonal elements). However, the 

derivative of a monomial may not become zero under a substitution 

of zeros that sets the monomial to zero, and hence the derivative of 
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a polynomial may not have an obvious small formula when standard 

indeterminates are set to zero, even though the polynomial itself 
does. 

With regard to the first criterion, it is clear that diagonal 

matrices in G' cannot introduce any zeros, since they must be non- 

singular, as GP is a group. It is also apparent that the coefficients 

in a set of linear combinations of the inputs that are equal to zero 

may be written as rational functions of the inputs involving several 

arbitrary parameters, since they merely consist of the components of 

any set of vectors orthogonal to the input vector. (If the symmetry 

T' E GP is chosen as a rational function of the input x in stage 1. 

of the algorithm, the example of the determinant shows that 

divisions may be needed, and yet then the circuit so constructed 

would not compute the polynomial on some algebraic subset of the 

inputs because of division by zero. Fortunately Strassen [291 shows 

that a polynomial of degree d and circuit size C using divisions has 

a circuit of size O(Cd) using no divisions. In this way Gaussian 

elimination style algorithms can always be regarded as giving rise 

to small circuits.) 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO SPECIFIC POLYNOMIALS 

In this chapter we will use the general theory developed in 

chapter 2 to find the continuous symmetries of a number of well- 

known and computationally interesting polynomials, and the results Cue 

used as a stimulus to further investigation, the results of which 

occur towards the second half of the chapter. 

One question of interest is whether or not there is a bilinear 

product that preserves the permanent (by analogy with the determinant) 

i.e. a matrix product A with the property per(A A B) = per(A)per(B) 

where A,B are nxn square matrices and (A A B)ij klmp ijklmpAklBmp 
with * ijklmp independent of A and B. 

(i) Notation 

xi 
Throughout the previous chapter the indeterminates x were 

P1 xn 
and the polynomials P were In applying the theory to 

P 
m 

polynomials such as the determinant and the matrix multiplication 

polynomials, it is necessary that the "inputs" and "outputs" should 

conform to this even though they may be laid out in a matrix or 

matrices. For this purpose we will adopt the following notation:- 

vec will stand for any linear bijection that packs a single or 

several matrices entries into a column matrix. For given numbers 

and sizes of its arguments there will be a single function vec 

supposedly chosen by some fixed convention from the possible different 

orders of packing the arguments into a column vector. 
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e.g. vec (X) X11 where X is nxn. 
X12 

1n X 
.21 

X2n 

It is not important which convention is chosen provided it is 

adhered to. Polynomials will be deemed defined both on their 

usual form of arguments and on arguments packed by vec. 

e.g. if x = vec(X) then det(x) det(X). 

However, polynomials with packed arguments will be deemed to have 

packed results (where this makes a difference). 

e.g. if M is the matrix multiplication polynomials i.e. M(X,Y) = XY 

then if x = vec(X,Y) then M(x) vec(XY). 

When subscripts are used, inputs and outputs will usually remain 

in their original subscription, and this may occasion changes in the 

subscripting of the symmetry matrices. 

e.g. subscripts of a symmetry matrix of the determinant may be 

represented by pairs of subscripts. This is to be regarded as the 

convention that packing with vec does not change the subscription, 

but rather that subscript pairs (for example) may, on occasion be 

regarded as a single subscript. 
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(ii) Continuous Symmetries of the Permanent and Determinant 

The procedure used to find all of the continuous symmetries of 

a polynomial is as follows. First the tangent space to the identity 

is found using theorem 2.15, then the set of exponentials of tangent 

space matrices are computed, and closed under matrix multiplication, 

which gives all continuous symmetries by theorem 2.14. The 

following theorems summarise the results for the permanent and 

determinant. 

Theorem 3.1 The nxn permanent has dim(Gper) = 2n-1 and 

J " 
Gper = lO I 

T) IT'x = vec(AXA') where x= vec(X) and AX are 

diagonal, non-singular. 

T" = (det(AA'))-1} 

provided n>2. 

Theorem 3.2 The nxrideterminant has dim(Gdet) = 
2n2-1 and 

0 
Gdet = 

1(T 
)IT'x = vec(AXB) where x = vec(X) and A,B are non- 

T"T 

singular. 

T" = (det(AB))-1} 

for n>1. 

Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 

Firstly we note that the permanent and determinant have no trans- 

lational symmetry. By Taylor expansion, this is equivalent to having 

linearly independent partial derivatives which the permanent and 

determinant clearly possess, since a given monomial only occurs in 

one (at most) partial derivative. 

0 

0 T) E Vdet 
iff (M'x)O det(x) + M"det(x) = 0 by theorem 2.15. 
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Thus, by equating the coefficients of the monomials in the above 

equation to zero, a series of linear equations may be found that must 

be satisfied only by all members of Vdet' 

Thus: 

ijkl det(x) + M"det(x) = 0 M'ijkl xkl 
a 

8x.. 
iJ 

-Where the subscript doubling occurs because the indeterminates 

constitute a matrix. 

Applying the operator x a to a monomial in the determinant 
klax.. 

13 
will now be investigated. Since each monomial is multilinear, xij 

either does not occur in a particular monomial (in which case the 

differentiation gives zero) or occurs to the first power in which 

case the effect of the operator xklaa is to "delete" xij in that 
1J 

monomial, and "replace" it with xkl. There are several distinct 

cases: - 

Case (i) xkl = xiJ . (i.e. i=k and j=l) 

Clearly if xij is in the monomial then 
xij ax 

does nothing. 

1J 

Also if xij xkl then xklax.. acting on the monomial cannot result 

1J 
in a monomial that occurs in the determinant, as is illustrated by 

the following diagram:- 

(The monomial in question is always a product of n indeterminates, 

each taken from a distinct row and column of the matrix. Thus, 

for the purpose of illustration, the columns of the matrix may be 

permuted in such a way as to place the indeterminates in the monomial 

along the diagonal.) 
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J 

The monomial consists 
of the product of the 
diagonal entries, 
illustrated by the line. 

wl,¢re x 
Ls in the 
rnonornLoL 
and. CK# X 

The monomial without the 
(i,j)th entry, as illustrated 
by the open circle. Possible 
locations of xare e.g. kl 

*1'*2 or *3. 

Clearly if xkl # xi, then the 
resulting monomial will have two 
indeterminates in the same row or 
column, and thus cannot be a 
monomial that occurs in the 
determinant. 

Case (ii) xkl is not in the same row or column as xi 

(i.e. i # k and j # 1). 

The resulting monomial after application of 
xk18x, 

is as *3 in the 
ij 

diagram above i.e. 

J A 

the monomial is the product of 
the diagonal indeterminates 
(excepting the circled one) and 
the crossed indeterminate. 
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This monomial could only be arrived at from the original monomial 

(and from no other monomial) in the determinant by means of a 

"deletion" and an "insertion", since reversing the process xkl must 

be removed (as it is in the same row as one indeterminate and the 

same column as another) and thus x.. must be inserted (so that there 

are no two indeterminates in the monomial in the same row or column). 

Case (iii) 
xkl 

is in the same row but not the same column as xij 

J 

L 

(i.e. i = k and j # 1). 

X- rA 

J Q 

Starting from the final monomial, I \ ' 

and working back to a monomial in I \i i 

the determinant, we have two L- 

- a1So a cos¢ (iii ) 
tiypQ Op 

possibilities for a deletion that 
I I 

- 0- Pkf qn 
1 t d i d t i t wo oes not eave n e erm na es 

in the same row or column: x.. or - - - - -- I 
[+tonor+tii aL 

x l The choice then fixes He 
relevant insertion by the same 
criterion. Thus the same monomial 
can be arrived at from two distinct monomials. Note that the latter 
is of opposite parity to the former as it differs by a single row 
transposition, and thus will have the opposite coefficient in the 
determinant. 

Case (iv) xkl is in the same column but not the same row as xij 
(i.e. i # k) and j = 1). 

This case is just the transpose of case (iii). 
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These cases provide for the following separation of terms in the 

original equation:- 

a 

kMijkl xklaxijdet(W ) 
+ 

j#l 

contains all case (ii) 

monomials 

+ Z Mijilxilaa det(x) 

j#l 
13 

contains all case (iii) 

monomials 
contains all case (iv) monomials 

Thus each of the bracketed expressions must vanish separately, since 

they have no monomials in common. 

Case (i) expression. Let X.. = ax, 
det(x). 

ij 

Since det(x) is homogeneous and of degree n, 

equation: 

Yx..-. det(x) = ndet(x) 
1j 

i.e. det(x) = 1 T x.X. 
n ij 1] 1j . 

it satisfies Euler's 

Thus, substituting in the case (i) expression: 

T ((M!... + M")x, X = 0. ij 1313 - 1j ij ) 
The coefficient 

vanish (where a 

n 
of any monomial Flxi6(i) in this expression must 

is any permutation of (1..n)). (These are the only 

monomials occurring here.) 
M 

Define A = M! + 
-," 
then A, x X = 0.. ij ljij n ij 1j ij ij 

Since Xrs is the co-factor of xrs, terms of the form xi,(i)Xia(i) 

jQ(j) are going to contribute to the coefficient of 
(-1)sgfi(c) n x 

j1=11 11 

M!..X,ja det(x) + M"det(x) 
ij ijij ax 1,j - 

contains all case (i) monomials 

+ 
( J Mijkjxkj ax, det (x)1 = 0 

1#k 17 
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(Sgn(a) is 1 for odd a, 0 for even a, and thus the expression is a 

single term in the determinant.) 

sgn(Q) 
Thus, the coefficient of (-1) [] xj,(j) in 

T Ai.xijxij is 
j=1. 

d must be zero for all permutations a. TAiQ(i), 
an 

n met i.e. (Mi, 

a(i)ia(i) + n) = 0 

i=1 

n me -Met 

i=1 

Let B.. = Mijij, then 7 B.Q(i) = -M" (a constant). 
13 

i=1 

We now prove by induction (on the size of a matrix) that any 

matrix satisfying the above condition is the sum of two matrices, 

the first having all rows identical, the second all columns identical 

i.e. Bij = ai + bj for some arbitrary ai and b.. Call such a matrix 

"striped". 

The hypothesis is clearly true for 1x1 matrices, and so we 

proceed with the inductive step:- 

Suppose the hypothesis is true for n<k, and B 
k+1 

matrix satisfying 7 B,a(i) X for any a. 

Partition B as follows:- 

k I 

K 5 

is a (k+l) x (k+l) 
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Choosing from permutations of (1,2,..,k+1) that map (k+1) to itself, 
k 

we have 2 BQ(j) _ (X-t). But therefore B' is "striped" by 

j=1 k 
hypothesis: B!. = a. + b, i,j<k. Therefore 2 (a. + b.) = X-t. iJ 1 J j=1 J J 

Choosing a from permutations of (1,2,..,k+1) with a(k+1) k+1 we 

k+1 k 
have A = 2 Bj (j ) 2 (aj + bj ) - a Q-1 (k+1) - bQ 

(k+1) + r akx+1) 
J=1 J=1 

+ 
sa 1(k+1) 

thus, since a(k+1) and a 1(k+1) can be chosen independently to be 

anything less than (k+l): 

r. + s. = a. + b. + t 
J 1 1 J 

Thus si = ai + (b1 - r1 + t) 

rj = bj + (a1 - s1 + t) 

So define ak+1 
(a1 s1 + t) 

bk+1 (b1 - r1 + t) 

This clearly makes B "striped" everywhere except possibly at the 

bottom right hand corner, but ak+1 
+ bk+1 = a1 

+ b1 - s1 - r1 + 2t = t 

by putting i = j = 1 in the equations above, so B is "striped" and the 

induction is complete. 

The solution is therefore M j ,j . = ai + bj, and since 

n 
M' =-M" we have M" = --(a. + b.). 

Note that there are only (2n-1) degrees of freedom in this solution 

since (ai + c), (bj - c) for any constant c, gives the same value for 

Mi j i J 

Case (ii) expression. 

2 M' x a det(x) = 0. Since each monomial generated is unique 
i#k ijkl klaxij 

jl 
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(by the case (ii) monomial analysis) to the particular term in the 

determinant differentiated, and the particular value of (i,j,k,l), 

(and every (i,j,k,l) has at least one 

result of applying xklax to det(x)) 

iJ 

non-vanishing monomial as a 

it is clear that 

Mijkl = 0 for (i # k and j 1). 

Case (iii) expression 

I 
M! ijil xilaa 

det(x) = 0. - 
j34 l 

By the analysis of case (iii) monomials, a monomial in this 

expression can arise from two distinct monomials in the determinant 

of opposite sign. From the case (iii) monomial diagram we have: 

Mijil - Mrjrl = 0 for all i r, j (since every monomial 

occurs in the determinant) as these are the coefficients of the 

resulting monomials. 

Thus Mij. = M1. for j # 1, and for all i,r. 
i.e. ML.1 depends only upon j and 1, not upon i. 

Mi.il = C 1 for j # 1 where C.1 are arbitrary. 
J j J 

Case (iv) expression Since this is just the transpose of case (iii) 
it gives 

Mi'k= D 
for i # k where D are arbitrary. 

J J ik ik 

Combining case (i) with case (iii) and case (iv) by defining 

Cjj = b. and D.. = a., and with case (ii), by noting that there is 

only the zero solution for ML 
kl 

unless i=k or j=1 gives the general 

solution:- 
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n 

Mijlcl 
= dikCjl + djlDik and M" (Cii + Dii) 

(This can be. verified by choosing various of i= k, i k, 1 = 1 

j 1 which yield the four cases above.) 

The above solution for Vdet has 2n2 arbitrary "constants", and given 

the "loss" of one degree of freedom in case (ii) it is clearly a 

vector space of dimension 2n2-1 = dim(Gdet) by defn.2.20. 

Computing exp(Vdet) (defn. 2.19) 

Bearing in mind the doubling of subscripts occasioned by the 

polynomial in question being the determinant, matrix multiplication 

of four subscript objects is (YZ) 
ijmn lY Z ijklklmn 

Let. us also retain matrix multiplication of two subscript objects as 

usual. 

M' O 
e 

O I M) = (exP(Mt) O clearly, since defined by power 

O exp(M")T series. 

M' = g C + 6 D , so define A., = d C and 
ijkl ik jl i 1 k ijkl ik ji 

BiJ'kl 
8jlDik. Then M' = A + B and AB = BA. Thus eM = eA+B eAeB 

since the latter equality follows directly from the power series for 

exp,given commutativity. Also therefore eAeB = eBeA. 

(AP)ijkl 6ik(CP)jl for p E IN follows inductively, 

(where CP is the Pth power of C treated as a two subscript matrix 

and AP is the Pth power of A treated as a "two subscript pairs" 

matrix in accordance with the remarks at the start of this short 

section). 

Forming eA = p 

0 
P,AP 

we have 

(eA)ijkl = 6ik(e )jl. 
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'By identical argument 
(eB)iJ'kl 

8 
Ji(eD)ik 

Thus (eM 
C 

6 (e D) _ (eC) (e ) ijkl r dire )js sl rk J1 ik 

The exponential function of a matrix maps all matrices onto all 

non-singular matrices [201 so that a 
C 

and a 
D 

are arbitrary non- 
Ml- 

singular matrices. When multiplying two (e ) matrices together, 

clearly the (eC) parts of each multiply together as "two subscript" 

matrices without interfering with a similar combination of the (eD) 

parts. Closure of the set of exponentials under matrix multiplication 

does not therefore add any further transformations. 

n 
(exp(M")) = exp(- 7- (Cii + Dii) ) 

i=1 

Tr(C+D) 1 
=(e )_ where Tr means trace. 

(eTr (C) eTr (D) -1 but eTJ = det (eA) [201 

(det(eCeD))-1. 

Thus since Gdet 
= 

exp(Vdet) by theorem 2.14 we have 

Gdet 
j 
l( T 

IT' 

ijkl 0 
1. 

matrices and T" = 
(det(AB))- 1j 

Note that the action of T' Gdet on x is as follows: 

Ti'klxkl = AikxklBJ1 
i.e. matrix multiplication on both sides 

J 

by arbitrary non-singular matrices (A and BT). 

This establishes theorem 3.1 

Finding Vper and computing exp(Vper) are very similar. 

All of the arguments goes ttugh with per instead of det (and no 

minus signs by monomials) until the analysis of case (iii) expression). 

The equations obtained are almost exactly the same, except that 

because all monomials in the permanent have positive sign, the two 
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monomials of the case (iii) monomial analysis that can lead to the 

same monomial in the case (iii) expression now have the same sign, 

(rather than the opposite sign as with the determinant). This gives 

Mijil + M'. = 0 for j 1, i # r (sum instead of difference). 
rrl 

Consider j,l fixed: for n>2 we can choose i # k, k # p, p i 

such that 

-MI 

= 
Mk 

kl -Mf l 
_ Mi 

it = 
0 for j # 1. 

ijil j PJP j 

Case (iv) expression yields Mi.kj = 0 for ii k since this is merely 

the transpose of case (iii). 

The only degrees of freedom in Vper arise from case (ii) in contrast 

to the determinant, and thus dim(Gper) = 2n-1. Combining case (ii) 

with the other cases, we note that Mi'kl = 
0 unless i = k and j = 1 

J 

thus: 

n 

M' = d d (a + b,) and M" Z (a. + b.) 
ijkl ik jl i J i=1 i 1 

is the general solution for V 
per' 

Computing exp(Ver 

Define Aijkl 
6ik6ilai 

and 
Bijkl 6ik6jlbj' 

Then M' = A + B and AB = BA as before, so 

M' A B 
e = e e . 

)P P EIN 
d 

(a 
(AP) ' = d 

i ik Jkl J1 a. i 

so (eA)ijkl 6ik6jle 
1 

b , 

Similarly (eB)iJ'kl dik6ile 
M' 

ai b 
Thus (e 

)iJ'kl dikd 
jle 

e j. 
a. a. 

Since e 
1 

can have any non-zero value, one can regard dike 1 as an 

arbitrary non-singular diagonal matrix A, and 5.1e j as another, A'. 
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M.. a b 
Also M" (ai + bi) so e = (fl a 1e 1)-1 

i 

= (det(A'A))-1 

So G for n>2is as follows (since closure under matrix per 
multiplication clearly does not give any more transformations):- 

T) ITijkl = nikA' t1' A diagonal, non-singular 
0 
T 

and T" = (det (A'A) ) } 

This establishes theorem 3.2 ® . 

Some "discrete" transformations that preserve the permanent 

are row and column permutations and transposition. These also 

preserve the determinant, except that the former are a part of Gdet 

(i.e. are "continuously generated") and only the latter is a 

"discrete" transformation for the determinant. 

It has been shown that dim(Gdet) 2n2-1 and dim(Gper) = 2n-1 

(for n>2) although there appear to be 2n2 and 2n arbitrary parameters 

(respectively) specifying the group members. There is a direct 

interpretation of this. The group Gdet is constructed from the 

identity (det(AB))-1 det(A X B) = det(X) for all non-singular A,B. 

Although the entries of A,B are 2n2 arbitrarily chosen parameters 

(except for singularity which occurs with probability zero), the 

action of A,B upon X (i.e. A X B) is the same as the action of X A, 

a-1B on X for any scalar A j 0, and this is the "lost" degree of 

freedom. An almost identical argument applies to Gper. 

For n = 1 clearly the permanent and determinant are identical 

(and have group dimension 1)! For n = 2 there is the well-known 
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x11 x12 x11 -x12 
relationship det(X-7 

) 
= per( 

/ 2x221 x21 x221 

It follows from definition 2.22 that det2x2 and per2x2 are similar 

and thus have equal group dimension. 

Thus dim(G 
per2x2 

)=dixG det2) = 2(22)-1 = 7. 
x2 

(Curiously dim (G ) = 2(3)-l = 5.) 
per 3x3 

Corollary 3.1 There is no bilinear product A that preserves the 

permanent (for n>2) i.e. per (A A B) = per(A) per (B) . 

Proof Suppose the contrary and let (A A B) = 7 A B . 
lj (ij) (as) (Y 8) a6 Ya 

aYa 
Then per( (ij) (as) (Yd)AaSBYd) = per(A) per(B) (*) 

aSYd 

For any A with per(A) J 0 

O (ij) !yd) as(ij) (as) (Yd)Aas) must be a non-singular map from 

M(n) -> M(n), since its null space is included in the translational 

symmetries of the permanent (this follows immediately from (*)). 
Choose A = I + EC; then for all C : 

per((I + EC) A X) = per(I + sC).per(X). 

For sufficiently small e, per(I +EC) # 0, and so 

n2 = dim{CI(per(1 
+ SC))per((I + EC) A X) = per(X)} < dim(Gper) = 2n-1 

for n>2 

(since (p is non-singular (and will preserve the dimension)),which is 

a contradiction. 

If the permanent could be expressed as a determinant of a 

linear combination of the indeterminates (i.e. per(x) = det(Sx) for 

some S) then the permanent would be easy to compute, contrary to 

expectation. Marcus and Minc (18] proved the converse by ad hoc 
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means, but here it follows as an easy corollary of theorems 3.1 

and 3.2. 

Corollary 3.2 3S such that per(x) = det(Sx) for n>2. 

Proof Assume the contrary: per(x) = det(Sx). 

if S is singular then 3a # 0 such that Sa = 0. 

=> per (x + a) = det (S (x + a)) = det(Sx) = per (x) 

i.e. per has a translational symmetry - contradiction 

if S is non-singular then per ^' det (defn. 2.22). 

=> dim(Gper) = dim(Gdet) (theorem 2.18). 

but dim(G ) = 2n-1 for n>2 
per 

and dim(Gdet) 2n2-1, which are distinct - contradiction 

An immediate consequence of theorem 3.1 is that no Gaussian 

style elimination can be used to assist in evaluating the permanent, 

since all continuous symmetries of the permanent are diagonal i.e. 

consist merely of simultaneously scaling the inputs. The proofs 

of theorems 3.1 and 3.2 show explicitly how a "small" perturbation 

of the definition of the polynomial destroys all of the useful 

internal structure. The consequences of the lack of such structure 

in the case of the permanent are the absence of more restricted forms 

of structure as exemplified by the corollaries 3.1 and 3.2. 
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(iii) Generalisations of the Permanent and Determinant 

An interesting generalisation of the permanent and determinant 

are the so-called immanents [17]. These are multilinear polynomials 

of the form 

n 

7 X(a) 1xiQ(i) where [xij] is an nxn matrix and X(a) is the 
aES i= 

function of the permutation a that gives the coefficients. 

(Clearly, if x(a) = 1 for any a, then we have the permanent, and if 
X(a) = (-1)sgn(a) we have the determinant.) There is a condition on 

X(a) for the above expression to be an immanent, namely that X be an 

irreducible character [16,17] of the symmetric group. 

Group representation theory gives the following results concerning 

the irreducible characters of a group. Firstly, distinct irreducible 

characters are orthogonal, i.e. in the case of the symmetric group 

X(a)fla) = 0 if X and ip are distinct irreducible characters [16]. 
aES 

n 
Secondly, for a, given character X, the character of two group elements 

from the same class in the group is the same [16,17]. Thirdly, the 

number of distinct irreducible characters of a group is equal to the 

number of classes in the group [16]. For the symmetric group the 

second result is that if a and Tr are permutations with the same cycle 

structure, and X is a character, then X(a) = X(Tr). Thus any 

immanent has the property that applying any given permutation to the 

rows and then the same one to the columns of its matrix leaves it 
invariant. This is precisely the property necessary and sufficient 

for a polynomial (in a matrix) to be a combinatorial "counting 

polynomial" of a graph (specified as its adjacency matrix), i.e. 

that re-ordering the vertices of the graph in the adjacency matrix 
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representation leaves the counting function alone: call this 

"graphical invariance". The first and third results quoted above 

imply that if X(a) is any function that is constant over any class 

of the symmetric group (i.e. the corresponding multilinear polynomial 

is graphically invariant) then X(a) is a linear combination of the 

irreducible characters of the symmetric group. Thus the immanents 

form a basis for all counting polynomials on graphs (in the vector 

space sense)! Hence any counting polynomial that is a linear 

combination of a few easy to evaluate immanents is itself easy to 

evaluate, but the converse is not necessarily true. This prompts 

the question, "what linear combinations of immanents are easy to 

evaluate?", and in this context we can look for high symmetry multi- 

linear polynomials, in the hope of finding a "maximum symmetry basis" 

for the immanents. The following theorem clarifies the situation for 

all multilinear polynomials of immanent form whether graphically 

invariant or not. 

n 
Theorem 3.3 If p(x) = 7 (a) fl xi , and has no translational 

QES i=1 
a(i) 

n 
symmetries, and p(x) # Adet(x) for any A E C , then Gdet ¢ G p 

Proof. 

Given in [appendix 4]. 

This shows that the usual form of Gaussian elimination is only 

applicable to evaluating the determinant. 
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(iv) Gaussian Elimination and Linear Algebra 

In view of the various conjectured and proven uniqueness 

properties of the determinant, we make brief remarks about symmetries 

and algorithms in linear algebra. 

Corollary 3.3 Let subdet(X) be the matrix of (signed) (n-1)X(h-1) 

subdeterminants of an nxr: matrix X, i.e. subdet(X).. = - det(X). 
13 ax.. 

1J 

Then A Subdet(AXB)BT 
= Subdet(X). 

det (A) det (B) 

Proof Application of theorem 2.19 to the determinant. 

This corollary is merely a disguised form of an obvious identity: 

note that the adjoint matrix is the transpose of subdet, then 

B Adj (AXB) A = Adj (X) 
det(A)det(B) 

i.e. B(AXB)-1A = X-1, which forms the basis of the usual algorithm 

for evaluating the inverse of a matrix. First perform Gaussian 

elimination on X using A to produce a triangular matrix; secondly, 

perform transposed Gaussian elimination on the triangular matrix 

using B to produce a diagonal matrix; thirdly, evaluate the 

inverse of the diagonal matrix trivially; finally, transform back 

to the original inverse using A and B. This is clearly a Gaussian 

elimination style algorithm, and it relies upon (n-1)x(n-1) sub- 

determinants of a diagonal matrix being easy to evaluate (compare 

the remarks at the end of chapter two). 

However, now we may take the observation further, by noting 

firstly that any size subdeterminant of a diagonal matrix is easy 

to evaluate, and secondly that repeated differentation of the 
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determinant will leave those symmetries necessary to transform a 

matrix to diagonal form alone (as in the matrix inversion algorithm) 

by theorem 2.19. It follows that a simple Gaussian elimination 

style algorithm exists to compute all (n-k)x(n-k) subdeterminants 

of a matrix for any k. This may also be generalised to non-square 

matrices in the obvious way. 

Theorem 3.4 Let Matrix multiplication be denoted by (p(x) vec(XY) 

where x = vec(X,Y) and X,Y are nxn matrices. 

Then G. = { T 0 IT'x = vec(AXB,B YC) 
o T"T 

where A,B,C are arbitrary non-singular matrices; 

T"z = vec(A 1ZC-1) where z = vec(Z)} 

Proof - by the usual methods, given in appendix 3. 

(Note that a discrete symmetry is transposition of both input 

matrices and of the result.) 

This result shows immediately. that the matrix product is not 

similar to the Hadamard product of two matrices, since the latter 

has no non-trivial symmetries [31], and the usual dimension argument 

(theorem 2.18) may be used. Although this is not of any great 

significance in itself (it shows essentially that nxn matrix 

multiplication requires more than n 
2 
multiplications) it does 

illustrate the power of the technique. The question as to whether 

the group action on more general projections than similarity can 

yield equally powerful results, and the consequences of such for 

matrix multiplication, are considered in a later section. 
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(v) A Fast Probabilistic Algorithm for Finding the Continuous 

Symmetries of a Polynomial 

Given a circuit of size C for a polynomial P(x), we outline 

a fast algorithm (i.e. polynomial time in C) to find Vp. Not 

surprisingly in view of the conjectured universality of linear 

algebra, this algorithm generates a 'collection of linear equations 

which are then solved for VP i.e. the problem is reduced to linear 

algebra. 

M 

M = MT E Vp satisfies 

`dx E Qn (M'x)VP(x) + M"P(x) = 0 by theorem 2.15, which constitutes 

an infinite set of linear equations for Vp. 

Given the circuit of size C for P(x), and using the result of 

[3], we obtain (by a fast algorithm) a circuit of size proportional 

to C to compute P(x) and VP(x). Regarding the entries of M' and 

M" as additional inputs we can thus construct fast a small circuit 

to compute (M'x)VP(x) + M"P(x) as a function of M',M" and x. 

Call this f(M',M",x). 

If (M',M") are in VP then the above circuit computes the zero 

polynomial in x, otherwise it does not. Schwartz [25] gives a 

fast probabilistic algorithm for testing whether a circuit computes 

the zero polynomial or not, and if not, exhibits an x where the 

circuit has a non-zero value. Given any E>O, this algorithm is 

accurate with probability (1-E) (over infinite fields) where 

E _ and N is the number of times the randomised step is executed. 

The algorithm is as follows:- at any stage there will be a 

number of linear equations constraining (M',M") E VP, obtained 
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essentially by putting random x values into f(M',M",x) = 0. 

These equations can be found explicitly, bearing in mind that they 

are homogeneous and linear, by using finite difference methods. 

Initially there are no constraints. At some intermediate 

stage in the algorithm we choose a basis of pairs (M',M") satisfying 

the current set of linear constraints, and use Schwartz's method to 

see if f(M',M",x) is the zero polynomial in x for each basis vector 

(within some probability c). If not, this gives an x for which 

f(M',M",x) J 0, which then gives a new linear constraint on VP 

independent of the previous linear constraints, that reduces the 

possible dimension of VP by one; we then go back and repeat the 

intermediate stage of the algorithm with the new set of linear 

constraints. If f(M',M",x) is the zero polynomial (with 

probability (1-c)) for all basis vectors (M',M") satisfying the 

current set of constraints, then we (probably) have a basis for VP. 

Note that the maximum number of times the intermediate stage 

of the algorithm can be executed is n2, since this is the maximum 

dimension of VP for any P with n inputs, and each time the inter- 

mediate stage is executed a new independent linear constraint on 

VP is obtained. 
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(vi) Conclusions, Conjectures and Open Problems. 

The results of this thesis can only strengthen the conjecture that 

linear algebra is a unique fast computational method in algebraic 

complexity via some form of reduction, although whether even subdet 

(defined in section (iii)) is complete for p-circuit via generalised 

projection is not clear. It may be that some other form of reduction 

is required. 

Similarity is a very weak form of projection that in effect 

preserves symmetry. In contrast, generalised projection may both create 

and destroy symmetries, and naive bounds on the change in group dimension 

that may be accomplished by any projection from an m-input polynomial to 

an n-input polynomial may be obtained from algebraic geometry by using 

the affine dimension theorem [15]. Such bounds are very weak however, 

and are unable even to show that the (n+1) x (n+l) determinant cannot 

project to the n x n permanent, which is a very old open problem. 

Another example where generalised projection is of great importance 

is matrix multiplication. A bilinear algorithm for matrix multiplication 

is merely a generalised projection from the pairwise (Hadamard) product 

to the matrix multiplication polynomial, and the smallest such 

projection gives the minimum number of multiplications required to perform 

matrix multiplication, which has important bearing on the overall 

complexity of matrix multiplication [8]. 

A general means of assessing the existence or non-existence of 

generalised projections would therefore be capable of solving two of the 

most intractable open problems in complexity, namely the pC versus pD 

question (see the introduction) and the matrix multiplication problem. 
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As mentioned in the introduction, the symmetries of a polynomial 

act upon the matrices that give rise to a projection of that polynomial, 

yielding other matrices that project the polynomial to the same result. 

In the case of bilinear algorithms for matrix multiplication this is 

essentially mapping one algorithm into another (invertably) and thus 

the algorithms fall into equivalence classes under the action of the 

group. The symmetries of theorem 3.4 have long been known, and the 

importance of the theorem is that no "new" symmetries exist that might 

connect a known algorithm to a new fast algorithm via the group action. 

Finally, it seems likely that unlike continuous symmetries for 

which there exists a fast algorithm (outlined in the previous section) 

to find them, there probably is no such algorithm for generalised 

projections. Certainly the naive approach, "is there a point in an 

algebraic set specified by polynomials?", can easily be shown to be 

an NP-complete problem, and although the existence of projections 

is a restricted case of this problem, it is one of great scope that in 

special cases (e.g. matrix multiplication) has been found difficult to 

solve effectively by algorithm. 
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Appendix 1. 

Theorem Let P(x) be the column matrix of the polynomials 
P1(x),P2(x),...,Pm(x) in the indeterminates x = (xl,x2,...,xn 
over Q (the algebraic closure of the rationals). The circuit 
size for P is the same over Q as over T (the complex numbers). 

Proof 

Clearly, the circuit size of P over 0 is less than or equal 

to that over Q, since a circuit over Q is a circuit over q (with 
the obvious extension of the meaning of the arithmetic operations). 
We show that given any circuit for P over 0, there is a circuit of 
equal size for P over Q . 

Suppose we have a circuit C for P over 0 that is not a 

circuit for P over Q , then c must contain members of C not in 
Q (and are therefore transcendental over Q). Call these 

7r = (r1Or 2 " .. 17rk From C construct a new circuit C' by replac- 
ing the constants tr by additional inputs y = (yl,y2,...,yk), and 

denote by f(x,y) the column matrix of rational functions of (x,y) 
that C' computes. Note that in particular f(x,rr) = P(x), and 

that C' computes over as it involves no transcendental constants. 

We now show that there always exists a = (al,a21...1ak) with a i 
in Q for all i , such that f(x,a) = P(x), and therefore the 
circuit C", obtained from C by replacing Tr by a , computes P(x) 

over and is exactly the same size as C. 

To obtain such an a we need to solve Vx f(x,y) = P(x) for y 

over j . Take fi(x,y) = gi(x,y)/hi(x,y) where gi and hi are 

polynomials. Then the equations to be solved become equivalent to 
`dx,i gi(x,y) - hi(x,y).Pi(x) = 0, and these in turn are equivalent to a 

series of polynomial equations qi(y) = 0 for 1 < i < t, obtained by 

equating the coefficient of each x monomial to zero. 

Let J be the ideal generated by the polynomials q ,q .* q 
1 2 t 

(in the ring Q[yl,y2,...,ykI of multivariate polynomials in y over 
Q). Hilbert's Nullstellensatz [15 p.125] states that over an 

t The facts necessary to understand this argument are between p.103 and 

p.131 of [15], for example. 
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algebraically complete field every proper ideal of a polynomial 

ring has a zero. Thus if J is a proper ideal, there exists a 

in Qk with q1(a) = q2(a) _ ... = qt(a) = 0, and thus 

f(x,a) = P(x) and the theorem is proved. 

Suppose J is not a proper ideal, then 1 is in J and thus t 
there are polynomials r.(y) over Q with 1 = Z r( )q.(y), 

1 i=1 1 1 
since the qi's generatet J. However, over the extension field 
C of Q we have f(x,Tr) = P(x) and thus (by the same argument as 

for a except over C) q1 (Tr) 
= q2 (Tr) 

_ ... = qt (ir ) = 0 which is 
in contradiction to 1 = I r (ir) q , (ir), and so J must be a proper 

i=1 1 1 
ideal. 

Note that the above argument could equally well be applied to 
formula size, and that it is not restricted to j and (V : any 

algebraically complete field contained in another field would do. 
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Appendix 2. An 0(n2") circuit for the nx n permanent. 

The permanent of [x.) is the coefficient of llyi in the 
i 

polynomial p(y) = II (F x y). Using the formal definition of i ki i 
differentiation (f'(x) = lmm f(x+c) - f(x-e) ) repeatedly to 

find a a ... a of the above polynomial p, and setting 

ay1 ay2 ayn 

yl 
= 
y2 ... = yn = 

0 gives the permanent as the sum of p 

evaluated at the corners of a small hypercube placed symmetrically 

about the origin, with alternating signs on the corners. 

i.e. per(x) = lmm sgn(u)p(eu) where cube is the 
uEcube 2n En 

set of vectors whose components are all ±1. However, p(y) is 
homogeneous and of degree n, and so p(c ) = enp(y), obviating the 
limiting process. Equally, p(-u) = (-1)np(u), halving the number 

of terms. (sgn(u) is ±1 for an even/odd number of +1 components 

in u). 

i.e. per(x) = sgn (u) II ( F xki ui) 
u E cube/2 2n-1 k i 

Note that the matrix multiplication requires no multiplications, since 

the components of u are ±1, and merely dictate whether to add or 
subtract the corresponding entries of x, thus giving a circuit of 
size O(n2n) that is very simple. Indeed, empirically, any NP or 
#P complete problem has a similar character to this one: there is an 

obvious solution (in this case just evaluate the formula for the 

permanent directly) and then a simple way of doing a little better by 

not repeating computational effort (for example the above circuit for 
the permanent), and nothing else. This is yet more evidence of 
intractability. 
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Appendix 3 

Theorem Matrix multiplication: fi(x) 0 vec(XY) where x = vec(X,Y) 

(and X,Y are nx n matrices) has 

G = I T' 0 ) ( TI x = vec (AXB ,B-1YC) 

0 T"T/I where A,B,C are arbitrary non-singular 
matrices; 
T"z = vec(AZC-1) where z = vec(Z) 

Proof. Using theorem 2.15 to find Ve(x):- 

First put x > r X \ where x = vec(X), y = vec(Y) 
1` y /I 

Partition M' = 

C 

A S 1 , and V (v. M" = -k 
S' A' /I l 

DY / 

Then ( 
S' A' )\ y / 

(v0Y) (x, Y) + M" (X.Y) = 0. 

i.e. (Ax + Sy) . Vx L(x,y) + (S'x + A'y) Vy c (x,y) + M" cP (x,y) = 0 . 

2 [(A11x1 + Sijklykl) + (S'ijklxkl + A'ijklykl) 8 ] G xpgygr ijkl 8xij 
aykl q 

+ 

M11 

prst xsuyut 0' 
stu 

klq + Spgklykl)ygr + (S'grklxkl + A'grklykl)xpq] kq 

u rstxsuy&t = 0 
st2 

p 

(A klxkly r + 
5 klYkly r + 

S' rklxklx + A' 
rklYklx rklxk y 1)-0 

Pq q Pq q q pq q Pq P q q klq 

Considering the terms of degree 2 in x . 

dp,r : 

klq 0 

& for y 

Vp,r 
: 2 Spgklyklygr = 0 I Q 

klq 
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r--- 

Vp,r 

Leaving : 

klq 
(Apgklxklygr 

+ A grklxpgykl - Kprklxkgygl) = 0 

Coeff. of xas .xYS in Ol 

a 7- S'grklxklxpq = 0 

as aj S klq 

a : s' (8 8 x + 8 8 x 
= 

ax 
6 

klq 
qrkl yk S1 pq yp Sq kl) 

0 

L sogrkl(Syk6616ap6sq + 6yp66g6ak6sl) = 0 
klq 

4,a ,Y,6' 
S' 

srYS ' Sap + 
S'6ra6 

SYp 
= 0 

Coeff. of yasyYS in O2 

Spays 
Ssp + 

Spays 6sr = 0 

Coeff. of xasyYS in 3 

Vpp,r 
a,R,Y,s Apyas r.§ + 

A 
srys . 6up - 

Kpras 
. Ssy = 0 

Consider *I 

(i) s = r Spays . 86S + 
SpaYS 

= 0 

S s Spays 

i.e. 
By symmetry with *1 

S = 0/ 
S' = 0 

O 
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Consider (*3) : 

Apyas + 
A 

sryr ap - Kprar 
ay 0 

I 

a p, Y : ApYa S= 0 

p 

0 
Aayas + A sryr - Karar ay 

Y Aafas + A'srYr = 0 

u u 

0 
Aasas + A srsr - Karar 

O 

O 
Y 

Apsas + A srsr ap - Kprar = 0 

p a Apsas - Kprar = 0 

t---4 L---L 

(ii) r 1 S 

A 
Sry5 ' Sap - Kprar ay 

Y , r# Al 
SrYS 

= 0 

L J 

r S A' 
Srss 

- Karar - 0 

a # p , r S : - Kprar = 0 

O 

.5 

.6 

.7 
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Q ,05 ,07 are self explanatory. 
All of .1 - .7 are independent of eaclother. 

Consider -0 

A' Srs6 Kara5 

independent independent 
of a. of S . 

A'Srss CI 
r6 

(arbitrary) 

-- for r 6 

KaraB 
C' r6 (n(n-1)parms.) I 

Consider (.4 : 

AOaR 
C 

K C prar pa u 

for p a 

Consider n 

A' 
Sryr 

= C" n(n-1)parms. 

A = C" 
ayas YR 

I 

n(n-1)parms. 

for y S 

i 
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Consider 

A 
arar ar Aasas + 

Asrsr - K f 
I / independent of 

gas h$r 

gas + hsr far 

gal +hlr=far 
T 

Call this N ij 
a 

+h . . f =g 

gas + hsr = ga + hr 

(gas - gal = (hsr - hr) 

i nc&*ndent of r independent of a 

ga s 

hsr 

far 

1s 

r 
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aaaa ga + 16 

A' Brsr = 
hr - 1S 3n parameters but 

K = + h 
is+c, hr+c, g-c gives 

arar ga r the same value so 3n-1 

independent ones 

Total dimension = 3n(n-1) + 3n-1 = 3n2-1 . 

The transformations of the theorem certainly preserve matrix 
multiplication since A-1(AXB)(B-1YC)C-1 = XY, and these also 
correspond to a group dimension of 3n2-1 (since A and B can be 

inversely scaled to XA, X- 1B along with B-1 and C being 

inversely scaled to XB-1,aC, without changing the linear 

transformation of the inputs). Thus the transformations of 

the theorem are the only ones (as they are closed under the 

group product). 
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ndix 4 

Theorem 
n 

If p(x) _ a) fl x, and is irredundant, 
aES i=1 

iv(i) 

n 
and p (x) 34 Xdet (x) for some a E c then G' 56 G' - det p 

Proof 

The only solution of VA,B f(AB) = f(A).f(B) for scalar functions 
of square matrices is f(X) = g(det(X)) where g has the property 

g(xy) = g(x).g(y) for all scalar x,y [1 p.350], and the only 

analytic solution of the latter is g(x) = xa for some constant 

a[1 p.39]. Thus the only solution of the former equation that is 

a multilinear polynomial, is det(X). 

Suppose Gdet c G' , then TA 
B 

p(AXB) = p(X), where the 
P 

subscription by A,B denotes the functional dependence of T"(thm.2.4). 
Thus T" p(ABX) = p(X), T" p(A(BX)) = p(BX) and T" p(BX) = p(X), 
giving T" = T" T" by uniqueness (theorem 2.4). Thus AB,I A,I B,I 
TA,I = det(A)a for some constant a (since Gp is smooth (thm.2.10)). 

Therefore det(A) a p(AX) = p(X), and putting A = X-1 gives 

p(X) = p(I) det(X)-a For multilinearity a = -1 ; call p(I) = AEC. 

Thus p(X) = Xdet(X) ® 
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